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'Prelude' was composed in 2011.

The piece was submitted for the *Joyce Dixey* competition and performed at the University of Surrey on the 9th of March 9.3.2011, by Jenny Butler: flute, Olly Higgs: oboe, Cat Marshall: clarinet in Bb, Jimmi Witcher: alto saxophone, Elliot Seeds: tenor trombone, Hera Yoon: piano, Mark Gilyead: vibraphone / marimba, Ollie Waton: drum set.

Conductor: Tom Kilworth.

Duration: 05.07

The score is in ‘C’. The influence of accidentals lasts throughout the bar they appear unless it is otherwise indicated. In certain cases accidentals are repeated during the same measure to facilitate the reading.

Instrumentation: Flute, Oboe, Clarinet in Bb, Alto Saxophone, Tenor Trombone, Piano, Vibraphone - Marimba, Drum set

Drum scoring

- Snare Drum
- Tom - Tom
- Tom - Tom
- Bass Drum
- Floor Tom
- Ride Cymbal
- Crash Cymbal
- Hi - Hat